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After providing 8 years of service in the industrial sector, I feel extremely privileged to be writing this      
message as the Managing Director. This is a special moment in our company’s history as we celebrate our 
journey success.
We began our journey in 2014 and have spent the past few years continuing to build our brand, which has 
now become synonymous with our commitment to helping our clients knowledge and create innovation.

Our success in Oman is in no small part due to the tireless work of those members who have volunteered 
their time, energy and expertise to this cause and the many initiatives and activities driven by the  head-
quarters. I thank our local management and staff, past and present, for their vital role in helping Oman 
Green Readymix fulfill its objectives and for upholding the principles and high standards.
As a company, we have seen much change over the past 8 years
* We have nearly quadrupled our workforce and have embraced diversity.
* We have become a major provider of Govt. infrastructure solutions in the Oman provinces.
* We have expanded our presence locally; we now have major clients in Oman Ministry, Royal Oman 
Police and the wider Government sectors.
It is also important to note what has not changed at Oman Green Readymix, namely our commitments to 
providing exceptional client service and to living our core values.  I am incredibly excited about this journey 
and truly believe the best of the Infrastructure Revolution is yet to come.

I thank each of you for your contribution over the past 8 years and for making this fresh branch of
Alisco Division as successful and dynamic as it is today.

Sheikh Mohammad
Chairman  

Chairman’s
Message:      
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With the latest technological know-how Oman Green Ready Mix not 
only meets the growing requirements and high-standards of the 
Sultanate’s ambitious upcoming projects, but is also prepared to 

deliver for tomorrow’s demands.

In addition, Oman Green Ready Mix plans to start a partnership directly 
with colleges and the Ministry of Education for knowledge transfer and 

to provide free internship for Omani students.  

About
Oman Green 
Ready Mix

OGR team members
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Mission
“To continue to build and expand a successful company founded upon strong 
family values and a ‘’nothing is impossible’’ attitude of a hard-working team of 

great people. 
Our greatest assets are our employees. Through these loyal assets, 
our customers deserve and receive great products and great service. 

To contribute to local communities with our green concrete.” 

Vision
“To redefine the ready-mix concrete business in the market, to be customers’ 

most unique company & the most favorite choice”

Values
Customers come first. Quality before anything.

Service which pleases customers. Quality concrete builds safe homes.
Safety is longevity.Give to Charities.  
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Quality control by using QA/QC 
laboratory software Made in 

Austria.

Truck Monitoring Software for 
on-time delivery and efficiency 

The range of concrete mixes produced 
and supplied include Durable Concrete, 
Self-compacting Concrete, High-strength 
Concrete, Light-weight Concrete, Lean 
Concrete and others. All of which are 

produced using innovative, energy-saving 
Concrete Cooling Technology that’smade 

in Germany.

Innovative Aggregate Cooling 
System developed by Keckeis 

Systems.

Concrete Batching Plants with 
mixing capacity each 120m3/h 
with BHS Twin Shaft Mixer - 

Made in Germany.
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In environments with high-ambient temperature and strong solar rays, 
special measures to reduce the fresh-concrete temperature are 
required. Traditionally large quantities of ready-mix concrete have been 
cooled using flaked ice. However with increasing demand for high-
quality concrete, new techniques for cooling are essential. 

And here’s why, Oman Green Ready Mix’s innovative aggregate 
cooling system is better:

Innovative
Aggregate
Cooling
System 

Highest concrete production capacity.

The cooling effect reaches to the suitable
aggregates and mixing water (approx. 65% 
of the mix)

24/7 Delivery possible (No matter what the 
ambient temperature is)

Long transportation time won’t cause any
problems (Because of the internal cooling 
effect of the cooled aggregates)

Concrete temperature is always within the 
specifications.
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Thanks to the innovative 
aggregate cooling system, 
Oman Green Ready Mix has 
been awarded various key projects
by ROP. 

Similarly, the company intends 
to set new benchmarks in the
Sultanate by pursuing 
high quality 
standards.

Lowest maintenance costs

For coarse aggregates with sizes 
of 10mm and 20mm respectively,    
two watertight silos are installed   
as active storage where it’s 
cooled by chilled water.
 
The cold water is provided by 
means of a cold water chiller and 
is stored in insulated 
coldwater tanks.

Innovative
Aggregate
Cooling
System 
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Concrete-
mixing:      
The BHS twin-shaft mixer is the industrial benchmark around the world 
for efficient and reliable production of ready-mixed concrete. 
All components are measured by calibrated scales and set within limits 
that conform to standards higher than those prescribed. What’s more, 
the BHS concrete mixer delivers high homogeneity mixes consistently, 
batch after batch even after short mixing times. 

In addition, cement and additives are dissolved perfectly. Admixtures 
are fast and evenly distributed throughout the entire mixture to ensure 
best performance. In this way, high-grade each batching plant is 
automatically controlled with the latest software from Germany. 
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2x Mixing plants with hourly output rates,  
each capable of 120 m3 of compacted   
concrete (Total 240m3/h)

Production of standard types of concrete  
with the full range of consistencies

Production of concrete with special 
additives(colors, fibers, foam, beads, light 
and heavy  weight aggregates etc.)

Production of all kinds of high-
performance  concrete like SCC, UHPC, 
high durable   concrete, air entrained 
concrete etc.
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Cutting-edge 
Laboratory:     
Backed by a highly experienced team and certified 
laboratory, Oman Green Ready Mix has facilities to 
run all kind of tests such as:

Full range of fresh concrete tests including  slump 
test, air content, fresh density, concrete 
temperature etc.

Full range of hardened concrete tests including 
compressive strength, RCPT, water penetration 
etc.

Aggregate testing including grading, density, 
water absorption etc.

Cement testing including water absorption, 
compressive strength, water demand etc. 

Full range of plant and laboratory trial mix testing
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During the finished
project at Halban, GUTech 
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World Class
Fleet:

 
Equipped with a modern fleet, Oman Green Ready Mix has brand new 
transit mixers with a load capacity of 12m³  and mobile concrete pumps 

from Putzmeister ranging from 36m to 56m.
So whichever project we handle, our clients won’t face issues with lack 

of supply and are equally satisfied. 

In addition, the fleet is equipped with Truck-monitoring software, which 
helps us track and locate trucks on-the-go to prevent delays and make 

sure the supply is smooth.
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Power:      

Storage:      

Caterpillar Generators, each with an output 
capacity of 1000 KVA
 
1 Caterpillar Generator with an output 
capacity of 220 KVA

2 silos each of 60/MT 
for Microsilica

Own aggregate crusher at 
the same location with a 

daily capacity of 4000 M/T 
of crushed and screened 

material

4 tanks for concrete 
chemicals like plasticizer 

or retarder each with a 
capacity of 10,000 L 

(total 40,000 L)

2 tanks for concrete 
chemicals like new 
generation super 

plasticizer each with a 
capacity of 20,000 L 

(total 40,000 L)

6 silos each of 300/MT 
for OPC, SRC, GGBS, 

PFA

Facilities for shaded 
storage of concrete 
chemicals in IBC or 

200L drums

1 diesel tank
25,000 L 

1 diesel tank
50,000 L 

12 bunkers each 45 
m3 for aggregate 

storage
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Client base:   
MInistry of Transport and communications:
Construction of remaining works of Asphalt road

Royal Oman Police:
Police Station VIF Complex
Officer Bedfit building
Special Task Force Complex - Musannah
Special Task Force Complex & ROP office  - Alkhoud
Special Task Force Complex
Barracks & Recreation Centre
Regional Detention Centre
Police Station Complex at Al Mawal
Police Station Complex at Al Awabi
Special Task Force Complex & ROP office  - Wadi Al Ma’Awwal

Oman Educational Services:
Development of Madinat Qaboos area

Ministry of Housing:
39 housing units in Barkha

Oman Oil Marketing Company:
Oman Oil filling station at Suwaiq

Ministry of Social Development:
Omani Women's Association building

Oman Electricity Transmission Company:
132/33 KV Grid Station at Wadi Bani Auf

Ministry of Education:
Construction and Maintenence of n36 classrooms for girls

Royal Court Affairs:
Accomodation and Kitchen Buildings

Oman Educational Services:
Conference and Exhibition Hall at GU-Tech, Halban

Ministry of Sports:
Sports Complex at Rustaq
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Trusted by 1,000+ happy customers locally

“Accept our sincere gratitude for the excellent job you have done 
and also we would like to work with you in our future projects and 

maintain our healthy business relationship.”

Wolfgang Erles
Managing Director

PZ International Construction L.L.C.
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Views of our finished  
project at Ansab, B.B.H. Group 

Prime Projects:   
Al Muhalab Towers
B.B.H. Group
Oman Green Readymix successfully completed this project, yeilding great results, 
the company uses its superior grade of concrete to establish foundations. OGR 
covered 5,000 cubic meters of the commercial area.

The project is located in AlAnsab on Muscat highway road. It is the first integrated 
building in front of Muscat highway. It consists of two residential towers and 
the third one for offices. The project contains 128 flats, swimming pool, 
GYM, private parking, shops and gardens. The building gives 
an architectural addition to the link between the old 
architectural style and modernity in design.
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Views of our finished 
project at Halban, GUTech 

Prime Projects:   
History of Science Centre
Hoehler + alSalmy
Oman Green Readymix’s yet another successful project, yeilding great results, the 
company used its superior graded concrete to establish these intricate walls. OGR 
covered 3,600 cubic meters of the exhibition center.

“’The project did not differ from the original design and has been constructed as per 
the given specifications as an exact replica of the original assembled model. The 
construction was finalized within schedule and budget parameters, with zero 
reported injuries and to full satisfaction and exceeded expectation from 
all involved parties.’’
   
       - Hoehler + alSalmy
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REGISTRATION
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BQSR QUALITY ASSURANCE PVT. LTD.
Key Location: 183 Broadway, Ste 210 Hicksville, New York NY 11801, USA

Operations Office: D 303, 104-108, Nisarg Plaza, Wakad, Pune - 411057. | Web: www.bqsrcert.com 
       Accredited by IAS (3060 Saturn Street, Suite 100, Brea, California 92821 U.S.A.)     

For verification and updated information concerning the present certificate, please visit www.bqsrcert.com The Certificate is valid for period of 3 years subject to 
satisfactory annual surveillance audit. This Certificate is the property of BQSR Quality Assurance Pvt. Ltd. & shall be returned immediately when demanded.

This is to certify that the 
Quality Management System of

OMAN GREEN COMPANY LLC.
P.O Box 1564, PC 111, Barka, Sultanate of  OMAN.

has been assessed and found to conform to the requirements of

ISO 9001:2015
This Certificate is valid for the following scope:This Certificate is valid for the following scope:

Production of Ready-Mix Concrete

Certificate No.
Registration Date
Issue Date
Expiry Date
Recertification Date

                                     :BQSR22201               
:25/02/2023
:03/03/2023
:24/02/2026
:24/02/2026

Director
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CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Towell Infrastructure Projects L.L.C.
INDEPENDENT WATER PROJECT (Barka)
OPWP
Degree Mount Middle East LLC (SUEZ GROUP)

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

P&Z International Construction L.L.C.
New Development of Al Madinat Qaboos (Al Khwair)
OOSC
Hoehler & Partner L.L.C.

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Alisco Strong Plant Hire Trading And Contracting LLC
Construction Of Asphalt Road From Wadihatt To Rustaq
MOTC
National Engineering O�ce

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Oman National Construction LLC
39 Housing Units (Barka Site -1)
Moh
Al Manarah Engineering Consultancy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Oman Shapoorji Company L.L.C.
Khazaen Fruits & Vegetables Central Market
Khazaen Economic City 
F&M Middle East Engineering Consultancy LLC

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Abrar Middle East L.L.C.
Khazaen Fruits & Vegetables Central Market-Wall
Khazaen Economic City 
F&M Middle East Engineering Consultancy LLC

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Al Arkan Construction  L.L.C.
Barka Strip Mall 
Barka Property Development LLC 
Lines&Visions Architectural and Engineering Consultancy 
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CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Hussain Fadhil & Partner LLC
Police Station Complex At Musannah
ROP
DGPM

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Hussain Fadhil & Partner LLC
STF Complex At Wadi Al Mawali
ROP
ROP

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Hussain Fadhil & Partner LLC
STF Complex & ROP O�ces Al Khoudh
ROP
ROP

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Sadek & Partners International LLC
Police Station Complex At Al Awabi
ROP
ROP

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Burj Al Abrar Contracting
Variouse Projects
Variouse Clients
Adil Al Subhi Consultansy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Galfar Engineering & Contracting 
Carpentry Workshop
Galfar 
Galfar Design Department Consultancy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Elecnor Infraestructuras
Water Transmission Pipeline
PAEW
Arabtech Cosultancy
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CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

SaifSalimEssa Al Harasi & Co. LLC
Barracks & Recreation Centre at School of Music Wattayah
ROP
DGPM

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

SaifSalimEssa Al Harasi & Co. LLC
Police Station ROP Complex at Al Awabi
ROP
DGPM

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Paramount Trading & Co. LLC
Oman Oil Filling Station at Suwaiq
OOMCO
Design Consultants

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Al Hashemi & Al Rawas Trading & Cont. LLC
Sultan Qaboos Sports Complex at Rustaq
MOS
Oman Arab Engineering

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Rawad Al Jawdah
Water Transmission Pipeline 
PAEW
Arabtech Consultancy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

L & T Construction LLC
Water Transmission Pipeline
PAEW
Energo Projekt Consultancy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Oasis Grace LLC
Paper Factory
Al Watania Contracting
Adil Al Subhi Consultancy
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CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Sohar Star United LLC
Dry Port
Khazaen
SEMAC Consultancy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Red Horses Contracting LLC
Dry Port
Khazaen
SEMAC Consultancy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Nucleus Synergy LLC
Warehouse
Carbon 4401
Design Consultants

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Allied Business Corporation LLC
Barka Marina Hotel
Falcon
Engineers without Borders Consultancy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Sultanate Investment Services
Substation Grid
Mazoon Electricity
Mazoon Consultancy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Island Bridge Company LLC
Khazaen Headquarter
Khazaen Economic City
Hoeler & Al Salmy

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Sultanate Investment Services
Substation Grid
Mazoon Electricity
Mazoon Consultancy



CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Towell Construction & Co. LLC
GWC Warehouse & O�ces
GWC
GWC

CONTRACTOR :
PROJECT NAME :

CLIENT :
CONSULTANT :

Douglas OHI
Barka Desalination Plant
GS Inima Barka LLC
GS Inima Barka LLC
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Product Data Sheet
SikaPlast®-370
January 2022, Version 01.01
021301011000004385

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

SikaPlast®-370
Water reducing and retarding superplasticizing admixture for concrete

DESCRIPTION
SikaPlast®-370 is a polycarboxylate based superplasti-
cizer developed particularly for use in ready mixed 
concrete to give extended slump retention and high 
strength development of normal grade concrete 
mixes.
SikaPlast®-370 is suitable for use in concrete mixes in-
corporating pozzolanic materials such as GGBS, PFA 
and microsilica. Suitable for use in hot and tropical cli-
matic conditions.

USES
▪ Ready mixed concrete 
▪ High flow concrete 
▪ Concrete with high water reduction 
▪ Slabs 
▪ Foundations 
▪ Walls 
▪ Columns and piers 
▪ Piles 
▪ Pre-stressed concrete 
▪ Bridges and cantilever structures

CHARACTERISTICS / ADVANTAGES
SikaPlast®-370 acts by surface absorption on the ce-
ment particles producing steric hindrance as well as 
electrostatic repulsion between cement particles 
which results in higher dispersion, flow and retention. 
SikaPlast®-370 provides the following beneficial prop-
erties: 
▪ Substantial improvement in workability without in-
creased water 
▪ Low risk of segregation 
▪ Normal set without retardation (within the dosage 
limit) 
▪ Improved density and surface finish 
▪ Improved water tightness 
▪ Excellent solution for continuous concrete casting of 
deep elements 
▪ Does not contain chlorides or other steel corrosion 
promoting ingredients therefore may be used for rein-
forced and pre-stressed concrete construction

APPROVALS / CERTIFICATES
SikaPlast®-370 follows the main requirements of 
ASTM C494; Type G and EN 934-2

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Composition Aqueous solution of modified polycarboxylates, co-polymers

Packaging 1000 L flowbin. Bulk supply in tanker trucks possible on request

Shelf life 12 months from date of production if stored properly

Storage conditions Store in undamaged, unopened, original sealed packaging in dry conditions 
at temperatures between +5 °C and +45 °C. Protect from direct sunlight 
and frost.

Appearance and colour Brown liquid

Density ~1.08 kg/l (+25 °C)

Total chloride ion content Nil (EN 934-2)
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Concreting guidance The standard rules of good concreting practice for production and placing 
must be observed when using SikaPlast®-370 in concrete. Refer to relevant
standards. 
Fresh concrete must be cured properly especially at high temperatures in 
order to prevent plastic and drying shrinkage. Use Sika® Antisol® products 
as a curing agent or apply wet hessian.

APPLICATION INFORMATION

Recommended dosage 0.5 - 2.0 % by weight of binder 
Higher dosages by weight of binder can be used depending on the mix 
design, raw materials, climatic conditions and concrete requirements. 
Trial mixes must be performed to establish the exact dosage rate required.

Dispensing SikaPlast®-370 is added to the gauging water or simultaneously poured
with it into the concrete mixer at the batching plant. 
Do not add SikaPlast®-370 directly to the dry mix. 
For optimum utilization of its high water reduction property we recom-
mend thorough mixing at a minimal wet mixing time of 60 seconds. The 
addition of the remaining gauging water (to fine tune concrete consist-
ency) may only be started after two-thirds of the wet mixing time to avoid 
surplus water in the concrete.

Compatibility SikaPlast®-370 may be combined with all types of Portland cement (OPC 
and SRC), concretes containing pozzolanic materials such as; GGBS, 
PFA, micro-silica and the following Sika products: 
SikaPump®, Sika® FerroGard®-901, SikaFume®, SikaFiber®, Sika Aer®, Sika® 
Stabilizer, Sika®-1 WT, Sika® WT-10 
We recommend that trial mixes be performed to establish the required 
performance when combining SikaPlast®-370 with the above products
or other admixtures. Please consult our Sika Technical Department.

BASIS OF PRODUCT DATA
All technical data stated in this Data Sheet are based 
on laboratory tests. Actual measured data may vary 
due to circumstances beyond our control.

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
When using SikaPlast®-370 a mix design must be se-
lected for the local material sources used and trial 
mixes performed to verify suitability. 
If frozen and/or if precipitation has occurred, it may 
only be used after thawing slowly at room temperat-
ure and intensive mixing. 
SikaPlast®-370 should not be added to dry cement. Be-
fore pouring, suitability tests on the fresh concrete 
must be carried out. Due to the extended workability 
take special care that formwork is properly installed 
and secured. In case the setting time of concrete is ex-
tended, if cured properly, other properties may not be 
affected and higher ultimate strength is visualized. 
SikaPlast® products are not compatible with admix-
tures based on sulfonated naphthalene or melamine.

ECOLOGY, HEALTH AND SAFETY
User must read the most recent corresponding Safety 
Data Sheets (SDS) before using any products. The SDS 
provides information and advice on the safe handling, 
storage and disposal of chemical products and con-
tains physical, ecological, toxicological and other 
safety-related data.

LOCAL RESTRICTIONS
Note that as a result of specific local regulations the 
declared data and recommended uses for this product 
may vary from country to country. Consult the local 
Product Data Sheet for exact product data and uses.

Product Data Sheet
SikaPlast®-370
January 2022, Version 01.01
021301011000004385
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LEGAL NOTES
The information, and, in particular, the recommenda-
tions relating to the application and end-use of Sika 
products, are given in good faith based on Sika's cur-
rent knowledge and experience of the products when 
properly stored, handled and applied under normal 
conditions in accordance with Sika's recommenda-
tions. In practice, the differences in materials, sub-
strates and actual site conditions are such that no war-
ranty in respect of merchantability or of fitness for a 
particular purpose, nor any liability arising out of any 
legal relationship whatsoever, can be inferred either 
from this information, or from any written recom-
mendations, or from any other advice offered. The 
user of the product must test the product’s suitability 
for the intended application and purpose. Sika re-
serves the right to change the properties of its 
products. The proprietary rights of third parties must 
be observed. All orders are accepted subject to our 
current terms of sale and delivery. Users must always 
refer to the most recent issue of the local Product 
Data Sheet for the product concerned, copies of which 
will be supplied on request.

SIKA NORTHERN GULF
Bahrain / Kuwait
Tel: +973 177 38188
info@bh.sika.com
gcc.sika.com

SIKA SOUTHERN GULF
UAE / Oman / SIC
Tel: +971 4 439 8200
info@ae.sika.com
gcc.sika.com

Sika Saudi Arabia
Riyadh / Jeddah / Dammam
Tel. +966 11 217 6532
info@sa.sika.com
gcc.sika.com

SikaPlast-370-en-AE-(01-2022)-1-1.pdf

Product Data Sheet
SikaPlast®-370
January 2022, Version 01.01
021301011000004385
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PLANT 
DESCRIPTION

(FLEET - PUMP I TRANSIT MIXERS)
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PLANT DESCRIPTION

Located at Barka Al Batinah south Sultanate of Oman.

Local owned Omani readymix concrete manufacturer and supplier.

2 plants installed - 120 m3  per hour capacity by GPE German made batching plant.

Each plant having (300 ton capacity) 3 cement silos, 4 aggregates bin (6000 ton capacity) 20mm, 
10mm, 5mm, dune sand.

Each plant having 20,000 liters admixture.

Cooling aggregates with capacity of 800 ton.

Production of concrete with special additives ( colors, �bers, foam, beads, light and heavy weight 
aggregates etc.)

Production of all kinds of high performance concrete like SCC, UHPC, high durable concrete, air 
entrained concrete.

Production of all standard types of concrete with full range of consistencies.
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TRANSIT MIXERS
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PUMPS
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